Neuraminidase inhibitors as antiviral agents.
The enzyme neuraminidase (NA) is an attractive target for antiviral strategy because of its essential role in the pathogenicity of many respiratory viruses. NA removes sialic acid from the surface of infected cells and virus particles, thereby preventing viral self-aggregation and promoting efficient viral spread; NA also plays a role in the initial penetration of the mucosal lining of the respiratory tract. Random screening for inhibitors has identified only low-affinity and nonselective viral NA inhibitors. Selective, high-affinity inhibitors of influenza virus neuraminidase, zanamivir and oseltamivir, were developed using computer-aided design techniques on the basis of the three-dimensional structure of the influenza virus NA. These drugs were highly efficient in inhibiting replication of both influenza A and B viruses in vitro and in vivo and were approved for human use in 1999. Subsequently, the same structure-based design approach was used for the rational design of inhibitors of the parainfluenza virus hemagglutinin-neuraminidase (HN). One of these compounds, BCX 2798, effectively inhibited NA activity, cell binding, and growth of parainfluenza viruses in tissue culture and in the lungs of infected mice. Clinical reports indicate high efficiency of NA inhibitors for prophylaxis and treatment of influenza virus infection, good tolerance, and a low rate of emergence of drug-resistant mutants. Future experimental and clinical studies should establish the viability of NA inhibitors for the treatment of other respiratory virus infections.